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Best Practices 

A. Title of the practice: Fusion of Tradition and Entrepreneurship (1st Best 

Practice) 

1. The objectives: 

• To give the students a practical experience of entrepreneurship from a professional 

point of view.  

• To cultivate awareness and promote the Malvani culture and tradition.  

• To enhance the professionalism in students.  

• To provide a platform for culinary and performing art skills of students.  

 

2. The Context: Sindhudurg District is the first ever tourism district declared by   

Government of India in 1995. Tourism is the centre of economy of the district. Tourists have 

the attraction of Malvani Traditions, Culture and the Malvani Food. Hence, it is necessary to 

create awareness about the rich Malvani culture and traditions and encourage the same.  

3. The Practice:  

A) Malvani Day- Central Government announced our district as a tourism District. Malvani 

cuisine is very famous. The tourism enterprises in the district are mainly based on this food 

culture especially the sea food delicacies. Hence the college organizes Malvani Day which is 

a combination of tradition and entrepreneurship. Every year in the month of December we 

celebrate the Malvani Day. All the students participate in this activity. On Malvani Day each 

class prepare various Malvani  and fusion dishes and sale it to other students, teaching and 

non-teaching staff. For this purpose they make their own stalls, decorate them mostly from 

the things available within the campus. While marketing those food items they use different 

strategies for increasing their business. It is a practical management lesson for all students to 

coordinate all things for running a food based enterprise successfully. This year Malvani Day 

was celebrated on 21/12/2018. 

 B) Traditional Day- Dashavatar is popular in major localities like Sawantwadi, Kudal, 

Malvan, Vengurla, Kankavli etc. in the Sindhudurg district of the South Konkan Region of 

Maharashtra. The villages of Devgad and Dodamarg also have annual performances of 

Dashavatar. Most of the villages in Vengurla Taluka, such as Valaval, Chendvan, Pat, Parule, 

Mhapan have a rich tradition of Dashavatar. Dashavatar is today a popular form of drama in 

the rural areas of Konkan. DashavatarNatak (10 incarnations of Lord Vishnu) is the unique 



identity of this region. DashavatarNatak is performed during the annual festival of the village 

deity in the temple premises after midnight. It is performed without any technical props. The 

college organizes a traditional day every year to cherish this folk theatre. The college aims to 

preserve and nurture this folk art on the occasion of traditional day. Students dress up 

themselves to imitate various characters from DashavtarNatakas on Traditional Day. All 

students in their different mythical attires reach to the college in a procession. The college 

Principal and the staff welcome them at the entrance of the college. Everyone is enthusiastic 

about the theme of the year. Then these artists go to the open stage and showcase their 

character to the audience. This year Traditional  Day was celebrated on 20/12/2018. 

4. Evidence of Success:  

• Students have learned various marketing  and management skills to sell their food 

products on Malvani Day.  

• Students have developed entrepreneurial skills which are useful to start their own 

food businesses. 

• Students have exercised their performing and make up skills through Traditional day 

and fought with their stage fear, which is useful for them to act in professional 

DashavtarNatak.  

5. Problems:  

• Some of the students, due to lack of transport facilities, cannot participate in the 

whole process or management of these events.  

• Some of the students cannot contribute in these activities due to lack of money.  

 

B. Title of the practice: Class Decoration Competition (2nd Best Practice) 

1. The objectives:  

a. To boost the artistic and creative power of the students.  

b. To create awareness for social issues.  

c. To create a spirit of social responsibility.  

2. The Context: Makar Sankraman is the reflection of change in our culture and 

environment. The classroom is the first and foremost study centre for students which should 

be always motivating and refreshing. The college wants to bring the societal reflection into 

the classroom. Hence the college organizes ‘Class Decoration Competition’ based on 

different themes on the occasion of Makar Sankranti, every year during month of   January.  

3. The Practice: After Makar Sankranti on 14th January, the student council decides a 

suitable date for the ‘Class Decoration Competition’ for Tilgul Samarambh. Each Class 

choose a theme from class decoration topics given by college such as dowry victimization, 

environment conservation, addictions, proper use of mobiles, gender sensitization, women 

empowerment, female foeticide, global warming, etc. They paint the classroom walls with 

paintings based on such themes, and decorate them with information boards, charts, slogans, 

pictures. They create beautiful rangolis related to chosen subject. This year class room 

decoration competition organised on 19/01/2019. 



The principal and staff visit every classroom and the judges observe all the decorations. The 

judges evaluate their performances based on different criteria   like content, material used, 

presentation of topic and team work, etc. They declare the results immediately.  

4. Evidence of Success: 

• Spontaneous participation of all students for this competition and the whole class 

works as   a team. 

• Classrooms get decorated and decently maintained which creates a sense of 

belongingness for classroom and makes memories for lifetime.  

• The beautifully and sensibly decorated classrooms become a motivation for next 

batches, sitting in those classrooms until next year competition. 

• Students got a platform for their artistic skills and boost for professional development 

of those skills.  

5. Problems:  

• Students have to move all the benches and desks from the classrooms which increases 

unproductive workload.  

• Some of the decorations like paper flags become obstacles for fans. 
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